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PRESIDENT’S LETTER
A MESSAGE FROM OUR MNCREW PRESIDENT
Spring/Summer has sprung, and I am excited
to share that I have hit a milestone in my life,
I turned 40! It is both exciting and terrifying.
Reaching this milestone forced me to reflect
on other milestones in my life and career;
16 years in the commercial real estate industry
(still cannot believe it!), married to my
wonderful husband Steve for 12 years and
MNCREW member for 8 years.
I remember joining MNCREW like it was
yesterday, my first committee meeting was for
Women Run the Cities, I was a runner and
natural planner given my role as a construction
project manager. This should be easy, I told
myself and boy was I wrong! So much
organizing and coordinating needed for a
running event with over 4,000 women. From
t-shirt design, sponsorship, packet pick-up
and organizing volunteers, it seemed
overwhelming. Quickly I learned that we were
a well-oiled machine. We had all the right
people in place to make this event a success,
so much so that ESPN named Women Run the
Cities as one of the top five women-only races
in the nation! Most of you know that we
eventually sold this race as it became too large
for us to manage on our own.
The reason I mention this is because the WRTC
committee, just like all our committees, was
full of enthusiastic, diligent, and creative
MNCREW members. They are the reason for
our well attended events, programs, and
almost record-breaking membership. My
experience from WRTC created a path that

led me to co-chair a committee and eventually
apply for the board. All great milestones that
have impacted my career in ways I never
thought possible. If you have not gotten the hint
yet, join a committee! Please visit MNCREW’s
website to review the committees and please
reach out to myself or any of the co-chairs for
more information.
And to elevate those with committee or
two-years of co-chair experience it is already
time to think about applying for a 2023
co-chair or Board of Directors' position.
Yes YOU! Applications are due June 30th and
can be accessed here.
Summer is always a busy time of year, please
get yourself registered or put a calendar hold
for all the activities MNCREW and CREW
Network have planned for you. There is an
Exclusive Project Peek at RBC Gateway on
June 14th, Pickleball at Minneapolis Cider
Company on June 28th, our annual Golf
Classic on August 2nd and the 2022 CREW
Convention will be in Chicago this year on
September 21st. I will see you all there.
It is my goal to help each one of you connect
with someone new, attain a lead that motivates
you or receive career-advancing advice.
Please reach out and let me know how I can
help you!

2022 MNCREW PRESIDENT

Heather Weerheim
Director of Business Development
Greiner Construction
612.741.6852
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JUNETEENTH IS JUST THE START
“The most disrespected person in America is the Black Woman.
The most unprotected person in America is the Black Woman.
The most neglected person in America is the Black Woman.”
—Malcom X
Charity Vang
Social Media Coordinator
Denison Parking
612.367.8082

Roz Mongin
Project Coordinator
RJM Construction
952.837.8613

Juneteenth, celebrated on June nineteenth, honors
the effective end of slavery in the United States.
The date marks when federal troops arrived in
Galveston, Texas in 1865 and legally emancipated
enslaved people. In the following year, freedmen
in Texas organized the first celebration on June
19th, then known as Jubilee Day. As Black Texans
migrated from Texas the tradition spread and the
name Juneteenth was adopted.
Discrimination continues to this day. Black women
earn 64 cents for every dollar earned by white men.
This translates to a lifetime earnings gap of almost
one million dollars. Controlling for education the
gap still exists - Black women with a bachelor’s
degree earn 65% of what white men earn. The lost
wages mean Black women have less money to save,
invest, and spend resulting in families suffering.
80% of Black mothers are key breadwinners for
their families. More than 1 million family households
headed by Black women live in poverty. It is
imperative barriers are eliminated, discrimination
is addressed and the wage gap is shrunk.
This gap is only one example of how Black women
face discrimination that intersects race and gender.
Black women face unfair expectations, unique
challenges and bias about where they fit in the
workplace. For diversity practices to be successful,
you need to have an inclusive work culture.
Diversity is good for business. On LinkedIn,
companies that posted more about diversity
received 26% more applications from women jobseekers compared to companies that posted less.
Companies ranking in the top quartile of executive
board diversity were 35% more likely to financially
outperform industry medians. Inclusive teams
make better business decisions 87% of the time.

Action items to promote diversity, equity and
inclusion of Black women at your workplace:
• Be aware of unconscious bias and communicate
how to manage bias. Train your employees on
unconscious bias and what actions reinforce these
biases. Project Implicit by Harvard University has
an Implicit Association Test where you can identify
your own personal biases.
• Promote pay equity. Utilize analytics to identify
which employees are underpaid for similar roles
and responsibilities.
• Develop a diversity training program that is
relevant to the company and individual job
functions. Partner with a consultant to build these
programs.
• Assess areas of your business using surveys to
identify areas where discrimination exists. Use
these surveys to track progress.
• Celebrate Juneteenth and acknowledge holidays
of other cultures.
• Be outspoken as an individual and as a company
about breaking down systemic discrimination and
bias.
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THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

RISING INTEREST RATES | THE IMPACT ON CRE
Officially knee-deep in the second quarter of 2022, the economic
environment continually proves to be ever-changing.

Mackenzie Damerow
Associate Industrial Broker
Hoyt Properties
612.338.3195

As of May 17th, the current national average of
regular unleaded gas is $4.52/gallon. Compared
to a year ago, prices were at an average of $3.05.
Just last month, the CPI for all shelter, food, and
airfare items rose 0.3%. Over the last twelve
months the CPI increased by 8.3% (U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics). To help combat this obvious
record high inflation, the Fed has been very vocal
about their plan to increase interest rates multiple
times throughout the course of this year leaving
many to wonder what that may mean within the
commercial real estate industry.
In short, borrowing money, particularly on
large purchases, will become noticeably more
expensive compared to the most recent years.
Several hundred basis points of a change can
easily begin to add up over the term of a loan,
sometimes to the effect of tens or even hundreds
of thousands of dollars of extra interest alone. Will
this be the necessary force to finally slow down this
red-hot market we’ve been experiencing the past
few years? The continued rising rates will have
an impact, that is without question, but to what
degree it will be felt leaves us with less certainty.
There are some trends we can expect to see in
the months moving forward. Rising rates mean
inflated costs and monthly payments. It is to be
expected that some buyers will be priced out as
a means of lower purchasing power and budget.
This will in turn hopefully lead to fewer bidding
wars and multiple offer scenarios. It is to then
be assumed that prices may cool off some as
well, with buyers less inclined to offer drastically
over the list price. All this considered, buying
may prove to no longer be an option for some,
making renting the more attractive route. With
the influx of demand there, we can expect to see

rental rates continue to climb. With record setting
vacancy rates already in many asset classes and
markets across the board, this will only continue to
drive those figures up.
It is safe to assume that things will naturally have to
correct some in the market, but the overwhelming
and consistent lack of supply still prevails and
may not change any time soon. If debt continues
to become more expensive, not as many owners
will be empowered to come onto the market since
their current rate is more favorable than what’s
being offered. That said, there may not be any
noticeable change in the amount of inventory
available to help bring those list prices down.
Affordability for some companies and individuals
may have taken a hit due to these economic
changes, but it is important to note that there
are still plenty of opportunities within the market
for those who are willing and able to apply some
patience to the process. You must be prepared
and ready to act. The current rates and sticker
prices shouldn’t intimidate you from actively
participating within the market if you have a
relevant need. Working with strategic partners,
licensed professionals and in looking at some
creative financing options can ensure you
proceed with confidence throughout your real
estate transactions.
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

MCKAELA JIBOWU
Sponsorship is such a wonderful way to connect with all of the
companies and women who invest in everything that MNCREW
stands for.

McKaela Jibowu
Business Development Executive
Haworth
651.353.4196

Who or what brought you to MNCREW?
My colleagues at Haworth encouraged me to
join MNCREW shortly after starting. I knew
right away that MNCREW was going to have
immediate and long-lasting impacts to my
career. I’ve never been a part of a professional
development organization that is invested
in building everyone up and raising the boat
higher for all – what a gift to our community!
Describe your involvement in MNCREW
Currently I am on the Sponsor Engagement
committee where I have the opportunity to meet
monthly with an incredible group of women in our
industry. Sponsorship is such a wonderful way to
connect with all of the companies and women who
invest in everything that MNCREW stands for. I
am proud to help the effort and continue to add
more responsibility to my plate. I plan to explore a
few additional committees down the road as well.

Travel
Every year we portage through the Boundary
Waters for a week. It is my favorite week of the
year, hands down. My husband and I are planning
a trip to Japan for our 10-year anniversary in
2023. Any and all tips are welcome as we plan,
please reach out with any recommendations!
Education/Career Path
I attended The Art Institutes International
Minnesota and graduated with a degree in
Interior Design. I’ve been in the industry for just
over 10 years. I spent a short time at an A&D
firm in town but most of my career has been in
contract furniture in sales roles. I have a particular
passion for furniture as it is the most tangible item
between a user and their environment. Furniture
continues to evolve and innovate and it’s such
an exciting part of the industry to be a part of.

Hobbies/Activities
I have two young daughters (3 & 1), so most
activities/hobbies are currently centered around
them. As a family (to counteract the screen time),
we have a challenge to reach 1,000 hours outside
each year. We love to bike, hike, kayak, explore
nature and cityscapes, picnic and spend entire
days at the beach. We believe that there is no such
thing as bad weather, just bad clothing choices.
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

KATIE NELSON
The network of women within MNCREW is unlike any other
organization in terms of supportiveness and advancement of
women in this industry.

Katie Nelson
Facilities Manager
Frauenshuh
612.236.1598

Who or what brought you to MNCREW?
I attended my first MNCREW meeting in 2014. I
remember how empowering it was to be surrounded
by so many successful and strong women in the
industry and thinking that I NEED to get involved.
I joined the Programs Committee and became
heavily involved with that at the time, speaking on
a panel and co-chairing the committee for a brief
time. My career path shifted a bit in 2017 and I
left the industry for a few years, but now that I’m
back I knew I needed to join MNCREW again.
The network of women within MNCREW is unlike
any other organization in terms of supportiveness
and advancement of women in this industry.

Hobbies/Activities
My husband and I love sports and going to live
sporting events. We’re Gopher Football season
ticket holders and live for Saturdays in the fall!
We have a little one due in September of this
year and are busy getting the nursery ready
and preparing our dog, Doug, for a sibling!
Outside of that, I enjoy going to a local HIIT
gym, attempting to garden (usually not well), and
spending as much time as possible at my husband’s
family lake house in Okoboji each summer.

Describe your involvement in MNCREW
I was previously involved with the Programs
Committee and Rising Leaders Committee. I
recently joined the Communications Committee
and look forward to getting involved more!
Education/Career Path
I earned my BS in Nutrition from the University of
Minnesota (please don’t ask me for nutrition advice
unless you want bad advice. After school, I worked
at Paster Properties from 2014-2017 in leasing.
From there, I jumped to FirstService Residential
and managed a portfolio of condominium
buildings in the North Loop and Downtown
Minneapolis. I am currently a Facilities Manager
with Frauenshuh. Our team handles the facilities
management for Bremer Bank portfolio wide. I
specifically manage Bremer’s locations in North
Dakota and the Alexandria region of Minnesota.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

WAYS TO MANAGE YOUR RISK IN
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE CONTRACTS

Michele Loughrey Tschida
Attorney at Law
Hellmuth & Johnson, PLLC
952.746.2152

Every time your company enters into a contract
or agreement, there is potential risk. Times are
changing and so should your contracts. Most
owners and/or leaders sign standard forms
every day without fully understanding what they
are signing. This has the possibility of leading to
financial disaster. It is money well spent to have
your contracts reviewed, updated or revised,
by legal counsel. By assessing the contract
risks, and highlighting how they may impact
your business, you can manage the outcome.
Cost of Supplies:
One area of concern is contracts or arrangements
with suppliers. You may find cost overruns or
overages due to the looming inflation in the market
place. By having language in your contracts
regarding price escalation, it can help keep a project
in check. This may include price caps, or triggers
based upon the Consumer Price Index (CPI).

Insurance/Safety Inspections:
Whether you are purchasing a new policy or
renewing an existing policy, a commercial inspection
is a must for several reasons. You may be under
insured. With the appreciation of real estate and
cost of building, it is prudent to review your risk and
replacement coverage. An inspection can also help
in the unfortunate event of unforeseen disaster.
Take for example, the recent $997,000,000
settlement involving the collapse of the Champlain
Towers South Condominiums in Surfside, FL. The
catastrophic event killed 98 people. Confirming that
you have the most appropriate policy is of the utmost
importance. Although the exact cause has not yet
been determined, there have been references
of prior building inspections that revealed that
the building had failed waterproofing which led
to its structural damage. Regular inspections
can minimize your exposure for safety risks.

Supply Chain:

Kylie Kaminski
Attorney at Law
Hellmuth & Johnson, PLLC
952.460.9298

We all know the supply chain has, and still is,
an enormous factor in our everyday spending,
including furniture, appliances and baby formula.
In particular, the supply chain is greatly affecting
construction materials such as steel and lumber.
The shortage of supplies due to the breaks in the
supply chain is driving up the prices and delaying
projects. Once again, be sure that your contracts
have a mechanism to account for such situations
to minimize damages for default due to delays.
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MNCREW 2022
Annual Partners
Minnetonka
The Hutton House
Bde Maka Ska
Dominium
Finance & Commerce
Greiner Construction
United Properties
Harriet
Bell Bank
Kraus-Anderson Companies
Merchants Capital
Ryan Companies US, Inc.
Phalen
Anderson Companies
Art Partners Group
Bridgewater Bank
Colliers Mortgage LLC
Gardner Builders
Geosyntec Consultants
Nokomis
CBRE, Inc.
Colliers
LHB
MINT Roofing
Parameters
RJM Construction

Lake of the Isles
Allsteel
Atmosphere Commercial
Interiors
Henricksen
Hines
KOMA
Mohagen Hansen
Architecture | Interiors
Old Republic Title
Como
Absolute Commercial Flooring
Allied Parking Inc.
Associated Bank
Barna, Guzy & Steffen, Ltd.
BKV Group
Braun Intertec
BWBR
Commercial Partners Title
Core States Group
Davis
Frattalone Companies
Fredrikson & Byron, P.A.
General Office Products
JLL
Larkin Hoffman
Michaud Cooley Erickson
Minnesota Roadways Co.
Newmark
The Opus Group
Promotion Select
Servion Commercial Title
Stahl Construction
Stinson LLP
Transwestern
Winthrop & Weinstine, P.A.

The Vision To See
Banking Differently
Discover Bridgewater Bank.

BWBMN.COM
Member FDIC

Contributions?
Questions or comments?
Please contact the Communications
Committee Co-Chair:
Mackenzie Damerow
612.338.3195
Michele Loughrey Tschida
952.746.2152

mncrew.org

